TRUST VICTORY TO WIN THE BATTLE
FOR THE BEST-LOOKING FENCES.
Take a look at our exclusive new range.
No matter what style of home you have or colour you want, we have the designs and
options to give you the look you want.
Our fences only use 100% Australian Colorbond® Steel and the range is available in a
variety of double sided colours. All Victory fencing materials are manufactured to length
and our new and exclusive bracket technology ensures easy, hassle-free installation.

AUSTRALIA’S BEST CORRUGATED SHEETS
NOW IN FENCES.
Exclusive to Revolution Roofing and Victory is our True Oak Superior Corrugated
profiles (‘Deep’ 21mm and ‘Mid’ 10mm). True Oak has a dramatic, distinctive style but
laps easier and is 40% stronger than standard corrugated. This reduces the likelihood
of your fence denting so it will always look great and stand the test of time.
Only with Victory Fencing, by Revolution Roofing, can you get exclusive, 100% genuine
True Oak Superior Corrugated fencing. Available in both ‘Deep’ 21mm and ‘Mid’ 10mm
options, in horizontal and vertical applications, there’s never been a better corrugated
fence. The deeper, rounder curves of True Oak Superior Corrugated offer a greater
strength and results in better lapping. This means your fence won’t rattle like that
annoying neighbour.

TRUE OAK ‘DEEP’ 21MM

PANEL FENCE HORIZONTAL

PANEL FENCE VERTICAL

POST AND RAIL

TRUE OAK ‘MID’ 10MM

PANEL FENCE HORIZONTAL

PANEL FENCE VERTICAL

POST AND RAIL

VICTORY STOCKADE FENCING
STANDARD
COLOUR
OPTIONS

CLASSIC CREAM®
PANEL FENCE

SCREEN SLAT

PILLAR SLAT FENCE

Eureka, finally high strength, easy-fix steel slat fencing. Variable width slats and
gaps and a choice of colours including two woodgrain finishes. Whether it be retro
fitting an existing panel fence, fitting perfectly into a brick pillar fence or even finishing
off a Victory Carport with a slat screen, Stockade is the best choice. Engineered for
simplicity and sleek design - Stockade really is a Victory for your fencing needs.

PANEL EXTENSION

Non standard slat sizes will
incur additional costing.

TECHNICALS

COLOURS

The Victory Stockade Fence comes
with variable slat and gap widths. The
slats come in 60, 70 or 90mm widths.
Choose your gap space of 5, 10 or
20mm - or ask about our unique market
leading custom gap calculation.

Victory Stockade Fences are available in
standard Colorbond® colours: Classic
Cream, Paperbark, Night Sky, Woodland
Grey and Surfmist; Metallic Colorbond®
colours: Astro and Celestian; and the
NEW Colorbond® Woodgrain finishes:

PAPERBARK®

NIGHT SKY®

WOODLAND GREY®

SURFMIST®

Classic Cedar and Caoba.

METALLIC
COLOUR
OPTIONS

ASTRO®

CELESTIAN®

WOODGRAIN
FINISHES

CLASSIC CEDAR®

CAOBA®

REV 5
STANDARD COLOUR OPTIONS

PAPERBARK®

WOODLAND GREY®
PANEL FENCE

POST AND RAIL

Our Rev 5 fencing offers durability and security with distinctive lines creating a striking
appearance from all perspectives. Now available in a new standard range of Colorbond®

WILDERNESS®

colours including Monument and Dune.
The Victory Home Improvements range of Verandahs, Carports, Patios and Louvre Opening
Roofs now includes Fencing too. We only use 100% Australian Colorbond® Steel and offer
the best warranties around. If you're looking for a Victory in your home, get in touch.

RIVERSAND®

DOMAIN®

MONUMENT®

DUNE®

www.victorypatios.com.au
www.revolutionroofing.com.au

